Definition of the domain
-the transdisciplinary study of the self-organization, evolution and interaction of complex systems, -applied to the design of support systems for solving complex problems
A dynamical approach to complexity
The basic subject of the proposed research would be complexity, not so much as a static property of certain systems, but as the result and the driving force of evolution and change. The difficulty in interacting with complex systems does not reside in their intrinsic structure, but in the unpredictability, ambiguity and uncontrollability which derive from it. On the other hand, it is this same unpredictability which may give rise to the emergence of qualitatively new, unexpected phenomena, i.e. to creative change.
The unity of theory and practice
In the study of complex evolution roughly two domains can be distinguished:
• the spontaneous, "natural" evolution of existing complex systems (physical and chemical systems, organisms, societies, ecologies, ...);
• the planned or willed interaction with complex systems (adaptation to a complex environment, analysis, management and design of complex systems,...).
The first domain may be characterized as the general study of self-organization [i.e. the spontaneous emergence of organized (=complex) systems], and would fall under what is called fundamental research, characterized by theoretical analysis and empirical observation. The second domain may be characterized as the study of complex problemsolving, and would fall under applied research, characterized by the design of tools and technologies, and the undertaking of research-based practical action. We contend that both approaches to the study of complexity must work closely together, so that the one may provide ideas and feedback for the other one.
Transdisciplinary integration
Complexity is a subject which cannot be restricted to one or a few disciplines. Complexity exists in any and all domains: physical, chemical, biological, psychological, social, economical, ... In many existing disciplines useful methods for modelling complexity have evolved. Some of the more specific approaches include: cybernetics and systems theory, theories of selforganization in thermodynamics and biology, neural networks, cognitive science, artificial intelligence, computer science, the mathematics of nonlinearity, chaos and fractals, fuzzy systems, management and organization science, andragology, ...
It is clear that a profound, global study of the problem of complexity will demand an integration of a maximum of these existing ideas, irrespective of the original context from which they emerged, i.e. a transdisciplinary approach.
Motivation of the enterprise

Coping with a complex world
The primary reason why we think that it is necessary to begin a systematic, integrated study of complexity at this instant, is that the problems our present society is confronted with are very complex: pollution, climatic changes, epidemies, underdevelopment, democratization, social emancipation, structural unemployment, economic crises... Such problems are characterized by the fact that a multitude of factors influence the evolution of the problematic situation. Moreover these factors interact in such an intricate way that it is impossible by conventional means to predict or to control what will happen if some of these factors are changed. The typical situation is that of a self-organizing system (the ecology, the economical system, society, the planet as a whole, ...) which we as actors try to steer, while simultaneously we are steered by it. Problem and problem-solver cannot be separated.
Although it is debatable whether the present world is intrinsically more complex than it was in the past, there is no doubt that its evolution is much faster, and this leads to the continuous creation of new possibilities, new constraints and new relations at all levels of the world system. At the level of the individual this evolution is experienced as a general stress ("future shock", "techno-stress") due to information overload, too rapid changes, and a lack of stable objectives. It leads to mental and physical exhaustion, to various sorts of psycho-somatical diseases, and to a general feeling of meaninglessness.
Experience has shown that the traditional scientific approaches, based on the reduction of problems to simple, invariant and isolated models, are insufficient for coping with such complexity. Therefore we must search for a new way of approaching complex problems.
Availability of concepts and technologies
The forces which amplify the speed by which society changes, thus creating complexity, are basically the same forces which make it possible to better cope with complexity: automatization and informatization of production, communication and organization. An automatized process is faster and more productive, and it demands less physical and mental energy.
The past decennia have witnessed the beginning of the automatization of "mental" processes by means of computers and communication networks. However, it is only in the last few years that information systems have appeared which are capable of modelling complex and dynamical processes in a relatively simple way. Because of their inexpensiveness and userfriendliness these systems are now becoming available to a large, nonspecialist public, supporting the solution of problems in the most diverse domains.
In parallel with this technology, many powerful new concepts for analysing complexity have emerged, for example : modularity, selforganization, recursion, autopoiesis, attractors, chaos, cognitive systems, problem representations, ... Some of these concepts have already been implemented in the technology, others remain basically theoretical guidelines. Still lacking is an integrating framework, in which the different points of view are coordinated in the form of an explicit, global theory.
Yet it seems that already a new encompassing world view is developing, which sees the universe as a complex, self-organizing whole, a "becoming". One must be cautious, however, not to let such a "holistic" world view lapse into mystification and obscurantism, due to a lack of scientifically testable and explicable principles.
Situation in the socio-political context
The past 15 years were characterized by a large-scale socio-economic crisis, due to the inability of the traditional political and economical systems to cope with the rapid changes of society. However, there are signs that a profound restructuration is taking place, preparing a new world order which is better adapted to the problems of complexity and change. The examples which come most easily to mind are the "perestroika" in the Soviet-Union, and the European integration directed to the magical year 1992. However, also in other parts of the world there is a general trend towards the resolution of conflicts (exemplified by the remarkable increase in peace treaties and conferences) and the stimulation of openness and democracy.
The overall tendency seems to be that nations are becoming aware of the fact that the real problems are not due to "the other side" (the rival nations, or the internal enemies), but to the intrinsic complexity of a world in which everybody interacts with everybody. Hence the willingness to make these interactions more transparent and more effective, by promoting cooperation, integration and the exchange of ideas and technologies. This evolution goes together with an unexpectedly steady economic growth (at least in the Western world), apparently signalling an end to the economic crisis. This means that we may expect that in the near future not only the concepts, the technologies and the willingness for tackling complex problems will be present, but also the necessary money, i.e. the material resources.
The best place to start with a large-scale, systematic study of these problems seems to be the European Community. Indeed the EC is not only rich in the needed resources, people, technologies and ideas (like the USA or Japan), it is also directly confronted with the complexity of integrating a variety of different cultures, political systems, economies, and production and communication systems. If the EC wishes to succeed with this integration, it will be the first to need a global science and technology for handling complex systems. To promote the development of such a science an attractive possibility would be to start a large, community-sponsored research program, comparable to ESPRIT, BRITE, or FAST.
Outline of a conceptual framework
In order to efficiently organize a research program for studying complexity, it is best to agree about some fundamental concepts defining the problem domain. In view of the diversity of existing approaches, it is not obvious how this should be done. Yet in order to show that this is possible, a provisional outline of a unifying framework will be proposed below.
What is complexity?
A first basic question is how complexity could be defined-as exactly as possible, but without unnecessarily restricting the field of application. Intuitively, a system will be called complex if it consists of many, differentiated parts, which have nevertheless strong connections and interactions. This entails that the behaviour of a complex system is very difficult to predict, to control and even to describe. Hence models of complex systems are in practice incomplete, ambiguous, and uncertain.
A complex system is characterized neither by global order (regularity, symmetry, invariance) nor by global disorder (chaos, entropy, randomness). Although pure disorder is sometimes called "disorganized complexity", its behaviour is basically simple if analysed by statistical methods. The reason is that in a disordered system (e.g. a gas) there are no strong relations between the parts, and so the law of large numbers is applicable. Real complexity will always be characterized by some form of organization, i.e. internal relations. However, this internal order is not absolute or invariant, and hence a complex system will be characterized by both the emergence (self-organization, order out of chaos) and the disappearance (entropy increase) of internal organization.
Evolution as variation and selective retention
Such a complex evolution or complex dynamics can in general be described through the paradigm of variation-and-selective-retention. By definition a system which is not invariant is changing, i.e. undergoing variation. This means that continuously new "variants" of the original system are created. Some of these variants may be stable, i.e. invariant with respect to their internal organization and their environment. Hence they will not change further, i.e. they will maintain or "survive" in their present form. In (thermo)dynamical approaches these stable configurations are called "attractors". This process may be called "selective retention": a selection of the variants is retained, the other variants disappear and are replaced by new variants. If we wish to model evolution in this way we will have to determine the attractors or selection criteria, which single out the invariants, together with the mechanisms of variation.
We must remark that the selection of a particular stable configuration can in general not be predicted by looking at the mechanism which generates variation. Although this mechanism may be either deterministic or stochastic, it is essentially "blind", it cannot foresee the reaching of a stable state. The invariant configuration is really emergent, it belongs to a different level, introducing new constraints and a new order with respect to the level of the variation mechanism. This process of emergence may be called "selforganization". Yet we must remember that no invariance is absolute: sooner or later the stability of the configuration will be destroyed by external perturbations or fluctuations, leading to a new variation process, which will result in the same or different selectively retained stable configurations.
Interaction and emergence
The model sketched above is still simple because it assumes a single evolving system. In practice no system evolves on its own: it is always interacting with other systems, which evolve in parallel. In other words, complex evolution is distributed over different systems. The variation-and-selective retention paradigm can still be used by referring the other systems to the environment or background. The distinction between system (internal) and environment (external) entails a distinction between internal and external variation mechanisms, and between internal and external selection criteria.
External selection can be considered as adaptation to the requirements of the environment. Internal selection corresponds to the discovery of an intrinsically stable configuration, i.e. a configuration which is closed or invariant under the inner dynamics of the system: e.g. an "autopoietic" system has a closed organization. Internal variation can be viewed as a change which only affects the inner structure or state of the system. External variation finally is a change in which the relations between different systems are changed. Variety is injected from the outside.
External variation may result in the creation of a higher-order system which encompasses two or more lower-order systems. It suffices that the relations between the lower-order systems are changed in such a way that they become mutually adapted, i.e. that the one becomes invariant with respect to the other one, so that they constitute a globally invariant configuration, leading to a new "emergent" system. (Of course the opposite process is also possible: a system falling apart in separate components.) Thus formed higher-order systems may again function as building blocks, to be combined by external variation, generating a system of a still higher order. This process can go on indefinitely, leading recursively to ever more complex systems.
Binary interaction
Let us work out the case of two interacting systems. For intelligent, "decisionmaking" systems (actors) the interaction process is sometimes called conversation or dialogue. A single interact can be conceived as the sending of a message by system A to system B, followed by a response of B to A. The message arriving in B can be viewed as external variation. The response will consist in either accepting or rejecting the message (i.e. selection), or transforming the message (i.e. new external variation initiated by B). This action-reaction mechanism illustrates that processes in complex systems are generally non-linear, i.e. characterized by features such as feedback, autocatalysis, self-reference, ...
The interact (message-response) will in general lead to a new interact, i.e. A will send a new message or response to B, possibly a transformation of B's response. Eventually this variation-and-selection of messages may lead to the emergence of a stable message pattern, i.e. one which is accepted without further transformation by both systems. In this case the two systems may be said to be coupled-or to have reached an "agreement"-with respect to this invariant pattern. In this respect the two systems will now behave as one higher-order system.
Complex problem-solving
The model of spontaneous emergence or self-organization sketched above is applicable as well to "hard", "physical" systems (crystals, molecules, organisms, ...) as to "soft", "mental" systems (cognitive systems, theories, social organizations, ...).
A cognitive system can be characterized by its capability of solving problems. A problem can be defined as a situation confronted by an autonomous system (an "actor"), which is not stable (i.e. the actor is not happy with the status quo, but wants to change something). The larger the instability, the more serious the problem, the more variation the actor will experience. "Solving the problem" means finding a new situation which is more stable. Traditional paradigms for problem-solving are trial-and-error and generate-and-test. Both can be reduced to the paradigm of variation (i.e. generating variants or trials) and selective retention (i.e. evaluating the variants, retaining the good ones or (partial) solutions, and throwing away the bad ones or errors).
A further distinction can be made between well-structured (or simple) problems and ill-structured or complex problems. A well-structured problem is characterized by a well-defined goal, search space and initial state. This means that an internal variation mechanism, generating states in the search space starting from the initial state, is given, together with an invariant external or internal selection criterion, for recognizing the eventual solution. The search space, determining the problem representation is "closed".
In a complex problem (also called "wicked" or "externally structured" problem), on the other hand, there is also external variation, so that the search space and the goal will change during the search process. New systems, external to the original one, influence the problem, so that the problem formulation has to be continuously adapted. The problem representation is "open": elements, structures and distinctions are taken out of it, added, and replaced.
Classical vs. second-order modelling
Classical science (exemplified by classical physics) presupposes that-at least in the limit-there exists a complete, deterministic model of a given system. Such a model is unique, objective and gives a true account of reality. In principle every problem concerning the behaviour of the system can be solved unambiguously by applying the laws of the model: the model replaces the system.
Modern, non-classical science has discovered that such complete, deterministic models are in principle impossible. This may be inferred from principles such as the theorem of Gödel, the indeterminacy principle of quantum mechanics and the second law of thermodynamics. Yet until now these results are interpreted mainly in a negative manner: as a theoretical limitation which does not help us in any way to solve practical problems.
When studying complex systems, however, the difficulty is no longer theoretical: it is obvious in practice that there is no single model which can completely represent the behaviour of a complex system. We are suddenly confronted with a new freedom of choice: which model or models should we use for tackling a given problem? This question brings in a higher level of decision-making, a second-order or meta-decision: instead of choosing between different alternatives specified within a given model, we now must choose between different ways of representing or modelling a given system. Representing a domain is fundamentally a question of structuring, classifying, partitioning, i.e. of making distinctions. Hence the problem amounts to determining the adequate distinctions between alternatives, instead of determining the adequate alternatives defined by a given set of distinctions.
The positive interpretation of non-classical modelling is to search for a meta-theory, specifying how adequate models and distinctions can be constructed, and how they depend on the system to be modeled, the actor or observer, and the culture or society of consensual actors. The epistemological implication is that in complex situations the observer can no longer be completely separated from the observed. The practical implication is that model-building and the discovery of concepts and rules are no longer uncontrollable phenomena of inspiration or illumination, but can be supported by carefully designed theoretical and technological systems.
Operationalizing the concepts
The need for a new methodology
In order to create a real science of complexity you need more than just concepts and theoretical principles: you need a methodology for testing and applying the theories. In traditional science the basic methods are twofold:
• mathematical formalization : setting up a static description based on a fixed set of axioms, and using it for calculating predicted values
• empirical observation : confirming or disconfirming quantitative predictions through experiments or through the collection and statistical processing of data It is clear that the same methods can be applied to the study of complexity, e.g. the modelling of complex dynamics by means of non-linear differential equations or the experimental observation of self-organizing chemical reactions. However, it appears that these approaches are often insufficient if the system to be modeled is really complex. For example, the classical, behaviouristic methodology for psychological experiments does not provide much insight in the complex mechanism of the mind. The following limitations seem to apply:
• the intricacy and variability of a complex system precludes a complete, fixed axiomatic model
• the most interesting phenomena in complex evolution: (self-)organization, emergence, ..., are qualitative, and hence difficult to model by quantitative methods
• structureless, external data (measurable quantities, stimulus-response, statistical variables...) appear insufficient for determining the intrinsic organization of a complex system An alternative approach is the construction of an "artificial" complex system (e.g a computer program, or a game) with a transparent, qualitative organization, which dynamically models or "simulates" the evolution of the complex system (e.g. the mind, or an organization) to be studied. Inconsistencies between the behaviour of the model system and the modeled system can then be gradually eliminated by interactively changing the architecture of the model. A basic difference with the previous approach, is that the classical approach is essentially passive: the researcher is just observing and describing, whereas the newer approach is active or creative: the researcher is constructing and interacting. This may lead to model systems whose functions are enhanced or automatized compared to the modeled system. This is a starting point for the construction of technologies or tools for better coping with complexity.
Let us look at some existing methods and tools of this (inter)active approach.
Computer simulation
The most obvious way of actively operationalizing a theory of complex evolution consists in building a computer model, based on the dynamical principles of the theory, and letting it evolve. If the autonomously evolving model produces the same kind of emerging phenomena as the complex system one tries to model, then the theory is in an important way confirmed. The criticism that "simulation is different from explanation" may be tackled by making the implementation of the theory as transparent as possible and by providing a mechanism which tracks all intermediate steps leading to the final result. In that way the actual process may be conceptually reconstructed, providing a satisfactory explanation of the observed result.
In order to meet this requirement the implementation must be based on a high level, structured programming language, able to express complex qualitative features, processes and relationships in a way which is transparent for the users. An ideal language of this kind is yet to be developed, but "symbolic" languages like LISP, PROLOG and SMALLTALK, are acceptable approximations of this ideal.
A general programming paradigm seems to be emerging, pattern directed systems, which is based on modules (objects, rules, ...), which communicate by sending messages characterized by a pattern (i.e. a set of variables or input channels structured in a specific way). A module will accept messages characterized by a specific pattern, and consider them as conditions for the initiation of a specific action. An action may change the state of the module, create a new module or simply send messages to other modules. The system is intrinsically parallel since different modules can respond simultaneously to the same (or different) message(s), but it is possible to simulate such mechanisms on sequential machines. Examples of pattern directed systems are : object-oriented systems, production systems, classifier systems, and logical or relational programming.
Such a programming approach is clearly consonant with the present view of complexity as consisting of an evolving network of interacting subsystems, leading to the creation of new subsystems.
Computer support systems
The use of computers sketched above belongs to what we have called fundamental or theoretical research. Applied research or action implies a different use of computer technology. Practical action means solving realworld problems. A computer system can then function as a support, helping actors to solve the problems they are confronted with. Until now, the typical problems addressed in computer science are "well-structured" or "closed" problems. This means that all data necessary for solving the problem are determined beforehand, the computer must just apply an algorithm or heuristic for efficiently exploring the search space, which is rigidly defined.
The role of the user is limited to introducing the initial data and then waiting for the result.
Complex problems, as we argued above, cannot be tackled in this way. The model, incorporating the data, and determining the search space, is by definition incomplete. It is characterized by inconsistencies, ambiguities, fuzziness, lacking or obsolete data and concepts, ... This means that the support system must allow for a continuous updating or adaptation of the model. One possible approach is to make the support system self-organizing, so that it can autonomously learn or discover new concepts and rules, i.e. create new order. Such a system would be provided with an ill-structured set of initial data, and a selection criterion, determining the requirements a solution must satisfy. It could then gradually evolve a structure satisfying the criterion.
Such a system is still closed, however: during the process no data are exchanged with the external world, the variation is purely internal. An alternative type of support systems would be open: the user (or the environment) is continuously interacting with the system, adding or deleting data in response to the provisional results the system offers. System and user are in a feedback relationship. Such an approach is clearly more effective if the initial data and the selection criterion are variable, vague or ambiguous. In comparison with the system, the user has a much better knowledge of the problem and its evolution, but this knowledge is generally intuitive, implicit and associative. The system can then help the user to structure and to represent (part of) this knowledge, so that a more effective model can be constructed. On the other hand, the user may steer the evolution of the system by introducing new concepts (external variation) and by selecting alternatives on the basis of intuitions. Eventually a "symbiosis" between user and system may develop, creating a higher order system which is more intelligent than the sum of its component systems.
Social and psychological applications
Applying theories of complexity to the design and management of complex systems does not require computer technology, as the previous discussion might have suggested. Most of the concrete complex problems are still being solved inside an individual's head, or within a group of interacting individuals. Here too, theories of complex problem-solving may be tested through simulation by "toy" problems or by games, to be tackled by individuals or groups. Support systems may then be implemented as concepts or methods for making individual thinking more effective, or as organizations or management schemes for enhancing collective problem-solving. As well in these cases as in the case of computer support systems, the overall aim is to make individual and collective actors more intelligent, more creative, more competent in tackling complex problems.
The development of such social and individual support systems is the aim of the field of andragology. It demands methods of education in the broadest sense: from the learning of simple skills, to the gaining of insights in one's most profound feelings and aspirations (as experienced during certain types of psychotherapy). Such methods must be based on an analysis of cognitive systems, with an emphasis on their dynamics: the processes designated by learning, discovery, creativity, personal development... On the social level, these methods must be complemented by an analysis of communication and conversation, and by theories of the design, management and change of organizations. Existing techniques for stimulating creative problem-solving in groups or individuals are for example: brainstorming, Delphi procedures, simulation by games, and soft systems methodology.
New languages and media
The need for new languages
The intimate man-machine interaction sketched above demands an interface or communication medium characterized by extreme user-friendliness, flexibility and efficiency. Also the social and psychological approaches require enhanced methods for communicating and representing knowledge and experience. Expressing complex concepts, problems and relationships requires adapted languages or media, allowing to represent and transfer interrelated, changing and equivocal data in a simple and understandable way.
The technical and formal languages of traditional science appear rather inflexible, restricted and difficult to understand. Moreover the traditional media for storing and communicating scientific knowledge (specialized journals and books, university programs, conferences, ...) will in general only reach a limited public of experts, or people who are prepared to invest a lot of time in order to become an expert.
However, in parallel with the new information and communication technologies, new languages and media are emerging. The high level computer languages mentioned above are used for building expert systems, which make expert knowledge readily available to the public. These systems, however, are still closed, i.e. cannot be used for representing changing or equivocal ideas. A different paradigm is developing, hypermedia, which proposes a much more flexible coding of complex information.
Hypermedia
The hypermedia concept has two aspects: the hypertext idea, and the multimedia idea. Hypertext is characterized by a non-linear or non-sequential organization: pieces of text, containing knowledge, are connected to each other by a network of associations or pointers. A reader consulting the text can navigate freely from one piece of information to another, skipping the information (s)he does not need, or already knows.
The expressive power of such a system may be amplified by integrating multiple media or languages in the same coding system. For example, the same system may contain text, graphics, sound, music, video, computer programs, ... [a good example is HyperCard (on the Apple Macintosh computer), a full-blown hypermedia system, which is already available on millions of personal computers.]
A special case is the integration of formal (e.g. mathematics, programs) and informal languages (e.g. verbal language, art), leading to what is called a "double level" language. The formal level allows to express and manipulate the invariant, rule-governed aspects of the problem, the informal level allows to express the variable, experiential and context-dependent aspects. One of the implications is that semiotic categories, such as icons and metaphors, which seemed the province of artists and poets, now form the basis for the design of computer interfaces. The synthesis of art, science and technology does not seem far away.
3 The knowledge navigator
An extension of the hypertext concept is that of the knowledge navigator (related to Ted Nelson's "Xanadu project"). The starting point is that-thanks to the technology for storage and transfer of information-it now becomes possible to make all the knowledge existing in all the libraries of the world available through one integrated computer network. All these pieces of knowledge can be linked by references and pointers, so that an individual user can navigate through this vast labyrinth of knowledge in order to find anything (s)he needs. It is clear, however, that the navigation and the integration of the collected knowledge requires more than just technology, it demands an elaborated theory of complexity and its manipulation.
Some practical propositions
In order to efficiently organize and coordinate a large-scale research effort, as sketched above, it appears best to promote interaction and collaboration between a maximum of people wishing to participate in this type of research. There are several possibilities for stimulating such an interaction:
Creation of a network
The basic idea would be to set-up an international network, being an informal association of individuals and organizations (research centers, societies, departments,...) with similar interests, connected by many channels of communication for the exchange of information, ideas, papers, projects, software, funding, people, ... The individuals at which the network is aimed would be "researchers" in the broadest sense of the term, i.e. they would not have to be academicians, but could also be practitioners in, for example, industry, art, social organizations, government, ..., who are driven by a basic curiosity, and by the need to explore new concepts and methods in various settings.
A network has no hierarchical organization: there are no leaders or presidents, nor reglementations. Yet a network may have one or more "central nodes", being local subgroups which have many contacts and which are easily reachable by a maximum of other members of the networks. Geographically (for a Europe-centered network) such centers might be located e.g. in Brussels or in Amsterdam.
The activities of the network should include-apart from exchanging preprints and electronic mail-the organization of meetings, conferences and courses on the subject domain. Moreover, the network might engender partnerships between different universities for engaging in large, international projects.
The present project can also be used as a basis for organizing local research groups, associating people from different centers or faculties of the same university, on a common transdisciplinary theme. These local kernels could then function as a "neighbourhood", attracting other people from inside or outside the university.
The first requirement for setting up a network is the compilation of a list of addresses, together with the domains of activity, of all people interested in the project. All people joining the network would then receive an updated copy of this list, indicating which people they might want to contact for exchanges and collaboration.
Diffusion of the present text
In order to make sure that the right kind of people are reached, the aim and the domain of research must be described in the most accurate and expressive manner. The description may be neither too restricted (excluding researchers working on the same type of problems but using a different terminology or methodology), nor too broad (blurring the distinctions with domains characterized by a different philosophy, and thus failing to establish a clear identity for the network). The present text is a first attempt to provide such a description.
Of course, other people, though they would recognize their domain of interest in the text, might want to change or add things which they think are important. Therefore I propose that everybody who has read this text would send me his or her criticisms-constructive as well as destructive-, indicating which ideas should be added or deleted, which parts of the text are too restrictive or too broad, which opinions they disagree with (event though agreeing with the remainder of the text). In particular I welcome all tips or propositions for organizing the network in a more effective way. These comments will be incorporated in later versions of the text, so that it would gradually more and more reflect the ideas presently living the community of researchers I try to reach. The text will be accompanied by a form where people (representing themself or their organization) can fill in their name, main activities, and the way they can be reached or could collaborate.
In order to ensure a wide diffusion I propose that everybody who has received the text, would make copies of it and pass it on to at least one other person who might be interested. In this way the number of copies circulating might undergo an exponential reproduction, in the same way as a chain letter, or as a population of organisms. The reactions of the different people would then constitute a source of external selection and variation, allowing to make the initial set of ideas better adapted to the needs of the community of researchers.
In a later stage, the text version may be complemented by a HyperCard Stack on floppy disk, expressing the basic ideas in an interactive, multimedia, network organization. Beside text fragments, such a stack might contain a network of associations and cross-references, a database with already collected addresses, artwork (graphical or musical) emphasizing and illustrating the essential concepts, and some example programs simulating processes of self-organization and user-computer interaction.
Creation of an association
The danger with a loosely structured network is that-since no one is responsible for its maintenance-it may easily disintegrate. Therefore, it might be useful to complement the network with a formally defined "Association for Complexity Research" (or whatever name people find nice), with a board of directors, and a fee for people wishing to become members. In exchange for their fee they would receive a newsletter, and be invited for conferences. In a later stage the association could also publish a journal. It would provide a forum for the dissemination, towards other researchers, the public and the institutions, of ideas associated with the paradigm of complexity research. In particular it might engage in lobbying for the raising of special funds for complexity research, as mentioned in the paragraph on the EC.
Such an association could still be organized rather informally, allowing the self-organization of initiatives within its framework. Some initial support for the newly founded association may be found by applying for membership of a federation, e.g. the "International Federation for Systems Research". 
